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Abstract
In this paper, we present some results related to the stability
of polygons of real polynomials. These results are then used
to test the stability of the two-dimensional exposed faces of a
polytope of polynomials. The results are also used to give an
alternative proof of the Edge Theorem.
1. Introduction
Kharitonov's Theorem 18] followed by the Edge Theorem of
Bartlett, Holbot and Lin [3], have inspired a large number of
resach papers in the field of robust control, [2,4,9,10] being
a small sample of this activity, and it is continuing to flourish
due to its applications. All the existing techniques of checking
the stability, of a polytope of polynomials [6,7,11], concentrate
on the stability of the edges of the polytope. We have attacked
this problem by checking the stability of the two dimensional
faces of a polytope. First, we derive some necenary and sufficient conditions for a polynomial to vanish at jwo, for some wo,
in a polygon of polynomials, in terns of the winding number
function (to be defined later) of the polygon. These results are
then used to develop a method for checking the stability of polytope of polynomials, whose efficiency is comparable to that of
Anagnost, Desoer and Minnichelli [1]. Using these techniques,
an alternative proof of the Edge Theorem [3] is given.
2. Notations and Main Results
The formal definition of a stadard polygon is now given.
Definition 2.1: A polygon of real polynomials will be
called standard if
(i) it is convex, (ii) aU the polynomials are of the same degree
and (iii) its vertices are stable.
Notation 2.1 : Let f'(s) = fe(s) and fo(s) = f,(s)/s
where fc(s) and f.(s) denote the usual even and odd parts of
f(s) respectively.
We now state a result of Chapellat and Bhattacharyya[5],
which would be extensively used throughout the paper.
Theorem 2.1 [5]: A convex combination of two polynomials, fl(s) and f2(s), vanishes at some s = jwo iff
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Remark 2.1: It is easy to check that the sign of each Xf,(w)
depends on the segment joining the end-points and not on the
end-points.
We now state some theorems, which deal with a standard
triangle of polynomials.
Proposition 2.1: In a standard polygon F., if n - I sides
have their ormsponding Xjj(wo) 'equal to zero, for some wo,
then the n' side also has its Xij(wo) equal to zero.
Theorem 2.2: If a polynomial f (s) in a standard triangle
A1,2,3 vaniskes at jwo, for some wo, then
Sgn(Xij(w))
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then there exists a unique polynomial f(s) in A1,2,3, Which Vanuhes at jwo
Now we present some corollaries derived from Theorem 2.2

and Theorem 2.3.
Cor. 2.1 : If a polynomial Within a standard triangle, P3
vanishes at jwo, then S(wo) = ±3 or 0.
Cor. 2.2 : If S(wo) = ±3, then ther exists a unique
polynomial, in the interior of the triangle, which vanishes at jwa.
Cor. 2.3 : If a polynomial on an edge of a standard triangle, P3, vanishes at jwo then S(wo) = ±2 or 0.
Cor. 24 : If S(wo) = ±2, then a polynomial on one edge
of the standard triangle vanishes at jwo.
3. Results for a Polygon of Polynomials
Proposition 3.1 : If S(wo) = 0, for some wo, for a polygon
Pn, then either thern is no polynomial vanishing at jwo in Pn, or
a line of polynomials, vanishing at jwo, intersects the polygon.
Definition 3.1 : A peripheral chord, PCij, of Pn, is the
line segment connecting the vertices Ai and A1, of PF, such that
i-il = 2.
Theorem 3.1 : If Pn is a standard polygon, and if S(wo)
equals±n or ±(n-), for some wo then therezists a nique
polynomialf(s), in Pn, which vanishes at jwo.

Notation 2.2 : Suppose A1, A2, A3. A,, are the vertices of a standard n-sided polygon and fi(s)f2(s),. fn (s)
are the polynomials representing them. With each pair of vertices Ai, Aj of this polygon, we associate a frequency-dependent
function X,j(w) defined as follows:
=

X1,2(w)+X2,3(W)+ '+Xn,l(W)

where

f(wo)f(Wo) < 0
ff(wo)fl(wo) < 0
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Definition 2.2: For a standard n-sided polygon P,, of
polynomials, we define a frequency-dependent winding number
function S(w) as folows:-

flf(wo)f2(wo)-fl'(wo)2f(wO) = 0

and

Xij(w)

f(W)fVj(w) - fje(W)f(W)

where (i,) E S,n, Sn = {(i,j) i E Nn,i E N,i #i}, Nn =
{i I < i < n). Note that X,jj(w) and X1,i(w) differ only by
sign. fienceforth an n-sided polygon will be denoted by P,,. In
order to specify the vertices of a triangle explictly, we employ
the notation Ai4,k, where Ai, AJ, Ai. are its vertices.
For the sake of convenience, we will employ the notation
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faces are explicitly known.
Check the stability of each two-dimensional face of the polytope by using the procedure as outlined above. If each two
dimensional face is stable, then by the Edge Theorem (31, the
polytope is stable.
As another apphcation, we provide an alternative proof of
the Edge Theorem [3].
Theorem 4.1 [3]: If the exposed edges of a polytope of
polynomials are stabk, then the poltope is stable.
We first -need a technical lemma. Its proof will appear elsewhere.
Lemma 4.1 : if for a standard polygon, S(wo) = tn for
some woo, then then exists a frequency w, such that at least one
edge of the polygon has a polpomial vanishing at jwl.
Proof of the Edge Theorem [3]:
Suppose the claim is false and there exists a polynomnial
g(s), within the polytope, which is unstable. By [Lemma 1,[3D,
we can assume that there exists a polynomial f(s), within a
two-dimensional exposed face F of the polytope, which vanishes
at Iwo for some wo. Clearly, no other polynomial, fi(s) in F,
can vanish at jwo because then the whole line joining f (s) and
f(s), will vaish at jwo and intersect the stable edges of F. This
would lead to -a contradiction. Then by Theorem 3.2, either
S(wo) = ±n,t(n- 1) or 0. If S(wo) = ±(n- 1), then by Cor.
3.2, there is a polynomial on an edge of the polygon vanishing
at Iwo, which is a contradiction. If S(wo) = 0, then either there
is no polynomiial in F, vanishing at jwo or a line of polynomials
vanishing at jwo, which intersects the face F. Either of these
two possibilities leads to a contradiction. Consider now the only
remaining case of S(wo) = in. In this case, by Lenuna 4.1. there
exists a frequency w1 such that at least one of the edges of the
polygon has a polynomial vanishing at jwl. But this also is not
possible a the edges are stable. Q.E.D.
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Note that Theorem 2.3 is a special case of Theorem 3.1, for
a = 3. Therefore, we give the proof for n > 4.
We first prove that if S(wo) = in, then a polynomial vanishes in the interior of Pn.
Case I :Assume without loss of gleeraliy t4aS(t(o) = -In.
The proof will be given by induction for n > 4. Assume
that the statement of Theorem 3.1 is true for n - 1.
Partition the polygon P,, by the peripheral chord
into a standard triangle, Ps with
PCi-,inl
Ai- ,Ai, Ai+ as its vertices and a standard polygon P,, -I
Without kl of generality assure that S(wo) = n for Pn.
We split the proof into two cases depending on the sig of

Xi i,i: (wo)-

Case 1(a): Suppose Xi.jji+j(wo) = 0.
By applying Cor. 2.4, to P3, we conclude that the chord
PCj_j,j+j has a polynomial f(s) vanishing at jwo. Since, this
polynomial also lies within P., we are done.
Case 1(b): Suppose X,_.,i+,(wo) $ 0.
If X._.,i+a(wo) > 0, then S(wo) = n-1, for P.,.s Therefore, by the induction hypothesis, a polynomial within P.,,and hence within P, vanishes at jwo. On the other hand, if
Xi_ ,,+I(wo) < 0 then S(wo) = 3 for P3. By Cor. 2.2, a polynoinial within P3, and hence within P., vanishes at jwo.
Case l: Suppose S(wo) = t(n - 1).
Let AiAi+1 be the side, which has Xj,i+÷(wo) = 0, while
all other X,, (wo)'s are non-zero and of the same sign. Without
loss of generality, assume that S(wo) = n - I for Pn. Now,
construct the peripheral chord PC,_j,j+j, which partitions the
polygon P., into a standard triangle, P3 with Ai, Ai,Ai+, as
its vertices and a standard polygon P,..qI
It is clear that Xi_txi+i(wo) $ 0, otherwise, by Prop. 2.1,
P., which has two sides (AiAi+: and AiAi+0) with XSj(wo)'s
equal to zero, would have Xi_j,j(wo) equal to zero, for the third
side. This contradicts the fact that for Pn, S(wo) = n- 1. Also,
Xi..,i+1(wo) cannot be positive, otherwise by Case I, we would
have another polynomial vanishing at jwo, in Pn-F,, which would
imply that at least two sides of Pn have their corresponding
X,j(wo)'s equal to zero. This would imply that S(wo) < n - 1
for Pn, which is a contradiction to the hypothesis. The only
poniblilty is that Xi-,,i+,(wo) < 0. Then, 5(wo) = 2, for P3,
and hence by Cor. 2.4 there exists a polynomial on the side
AiAi+1, which vanishes at Iwo. Q.E.D.
We now, present some corollaries, obtained from Theorem
3.1, the proofs of which are easily derivable from the proof of
Theorem 3.1.
Cor. 3.1: A unique polonemid vanishes in the interior of
a standard polygon Pn, if S(wo) = te for P,.
Cor. 3.2: A unique polynomual arnishes on an edge of a
standard polyon PF,,, if -S(wo) = t(n - I) for P,.
Theorem 3.2: If a polomial f(a) in a stnsdard polygon
Pn, vanishes at jwo, for some wo, then S(wo) equa -in, (n 1) or 0.
4. Applications
First, we give an algorithm for checking the stability of a
polygon of polynomiials, which could be usd to test the stability
of a polytope of polynomials.
Algorithm for checkin the stability 1oanolvron
f nQibyDmh.

Suppose the polygon has n sides.
(1) Compute Xij(w), for each edge of the polygon. Find
the zeros of each XiJ (w) and sketch their graphs against w. As
we are interested only in the signs of the XiJ(w)'s, these graph
don't have to be drawn accurately.
(2) If S(w) $ tn, t(n - 1) or 0, for any w, then the
polygon is stable.
(3) If S(wo) = 0 for some wo, then either the polygon is stable or a line of polynomials intersects two edges of the polygon.
This can be ascertained by applying Proposition 3.1.
Algorithm for cheking the stability of as olvtope

of
st Wn2mials.
it is being assumed that the polytope's two-dimensional
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